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INTRODUCTION
Intangible assets, especially trademarks, can be extremely valuable and that often
such assets are far more significant than tangible assets (Murphy 23). Because of their
importance and because of the lack of precise guidelines to follow in valuing a trademark,
there is a major problem in the accounting profession on how to value this valuable asset.
The valuing of trademarks and other intangible assets is one of the most controversial
topics in accounting literature today. There is not any formal method or valuation process
to follow and generally accepted accounting principles only state guidelines to follow that
can lead to confusion. At the present time, many companies are valuing their trademarks
using many different methods.
The topic of valuing trademarks has been addressed in a number of articles and
books. The available research discusses what is generally accepted by the accounting
professionals, what problems there are in the accounting field, and what the current
practice is in valuing trademarks. No research, though, has given recommendations on
how to fix this very controversial topic. The purpose of this paper is to examine different
approaches to trademark valuation and to recommend a method of valuing trademarks.
The sections that follow will cover the following information: the background,
problems in the accounting field, authoritative guidance, current practice of companies,
and finally, my recommendation of how to value a trademark. The background will
discuss important definitions and will explain their importance. The section dealing with
problems in the accounting field will discuss the many problems accountants have in
valuing trademarks. The authoritative guidance section will look at what generally
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accepted guidelines or rules accountants should use and follow. The current practice
section will discuss, compare, and contrast the many methods that companies are using in
practice to value their trademarks. Finally, I will make a recommendation as to how to




A trademark is a word, phrase, design, or symbol that distinguishes or identifies a
particular enterprise or product. A trademark may be a coined word with no meaning at
all (Kodak, Exxon, Dacron), an ordinary word that has no meaning in connection with the
product on which it is used (Camel, Arrow, Dial), a word whose meaning suggests some
quality or function of the product (Raid, Sure, Head and Shoulders), or a coined word
suggesting what the product is or does (Kleenex, Jell-O, Panasonic) (Diamond 5). It may
be a foreign word, whose English meaning mayor may not have significance for the
product (Lux, Oreo, Bon Ami). It may be the name of the owner or founder of the
company (Ford, Singer, Gillette), the name of some famous person selected arbitrarily
(Lincoln, Cadillac, Yale), or a name ITommythology or literature (Hercules, Ajax, Peter
Pan). It may just be initials (RCA, IBM, BVD); or just numerals (66,4711), or a
combination of both (V-8, A-I). It may be a pictorial mark, with or without explanatory
words (Four Roses, the McDonalds golden arches, Elsie the Cow). And, of course, these
do not exhaust the possibilities.
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A trademark helps the consumer to identify the source and help differentiate one
product ITomanother. Examples include Crest and Close-Up for toothpaste, Ivory, Lux,
and Dial for soap, and Dash, Cheer, and Bold for detergents.
Brand Name
Legally speaking, a brand name is just one variety of trademark. A more formal
definition is that a brand name is a product or service of a particular supplier which is
differentiated by its name. In most literature, the terms trademark and brand name are
used interchangeably. Brands are important and valuable because they provide a certainty
as to future cash flows. Brand names provide an assurance of quality and reliability and
allow a consumer to shop with confidence and specify exactly what he or she wants. A
brand name also allows the brand owner to develop consumer loyalty, add value to his
products, and capture investment in the brands by building brand values (Murphy 24).
Appendix A is a list of the world's most valuable brand names.
Value
The definition of value is crucial in determining what a trademark is worth. Value
is defined as the "certain and expected future cash flow (or earnings) to be derived ITom
the use or sale of the asset" (Napier and Power 88). Value provides insights into a
brand's quality and potential. Value is also derived ITomthe extremely large costs
necessary to develop or purchase trademarks.
WHY TRADEMARKS POSE A PROBLEM
The nature and treatment of intangible assets are among the most difficult and
controversial subjects in accounting (Yang 3). Some accountants believe that an
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intangible asset's major characteristic is the high degree of uncertainty concerning the
future benefits that are to be received ITomits emploYment (Kieso 589). For example,
many intangibles (1) have value only to a given enterprise, (2) have indeterminate lives,
and (3) are subject to large fluctuations in value because their benefits are based on a
competitive advantage. Kieso states that the determination and timing of future benefits
are extremely difficult and pose serious valuation problems.
A fundamental problem concerning valuation of intangibles is the question about
the purpose of a balance sheet. Is it a statement of cost or a statement of market values?
The balance sheet, according to accounting purists, is supposed to present the summation
of past trades and transactions ITomthe formation of the company down to the present
time (Foster 94). The balance sheet also presents the financial position of a company and
many of the values and balances on the balance sheet are, and should be, historical cost
numbers. Balance sheets do not purport to be a statement of value, although some
accountants believe that the balance sheet should present a statement of value of the
company at that time.
This problem arises when trademarks or other intangibles increase in value ITom
the initial historical cost and this increase might materially change the financial position of
the company. According to the historical cost theory used for the balance sheet,
increasing the recorded amounts of trademarks for changes in value should not happen.
This practice contradicts the valuing of other accounts found on the balance sheet. For
example, the Accounts Receivable and Inventory accounts are valued and are adjusted to
present the changes in market value of these accounts on a year-end basis without
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problems. It seems that with these accounts, as well as other valuation accounts, that
companies can value them using several available methods, just as long as the method used
represents a true and fair value and that the values can be justified and adequately
disclosed (Tonkin and Robertson 28). The result has been that the balance sheet is
becoming a mess with assets all being valued at different times and with different methods.
The most difficult problem is that there is not a general agreement on a certain
trademark valuation method. Napier and Power (90) concluded:
At present, there is no general agreement on valuation methods. Nor can
existing methods be regarded as either totally theoretically valid nor
empirically verifiable. Major stumbling blocks include the question of
separability and the definition of exactly what is being valued, and the
estimation and valuation of future profitability. Both problems are
exacerbated by the lack of clarity over the premise of value. All valuation
methods, including those using an earnings multiple, rely heavily on implicit
or explicit forecasts of future profitability. Furthermore, subjective
judgment is inevitably required at every stage of the brand valuation
process. For all these reasons, it is inherent in the nature of brand
valuations that they are likely to fail the accountant's test of 'reasonable
certainty' To incorporate only brand valuation based on inherently
hazardous methodology is not a basis for considered reform.
All of the available valuation methods involve subjective judgment, an estimate, or
an educated guess. This might be hard for an accountant to comprehend because
accountants generally prefer precision and exactness, not a mere guess. Valuing
trademarks is "apt to demand superlative judgment plus prophetic gifts that none of us can
feel sure of possessing" (Baxter 135). Also, brand valuations are necessarily partly
subjective so are likely to fail the accountants test of 'reasonable certainty' (Murphy 28).
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is often criticized because alternative methods of accounting for costs are acceptable.
Many methods are being accepted because many times they are sufficiently reliable,
capable of substantiation, and consistent over time for financial reporting purposes (Napier
and Power 89). A second problem is that cost is not a satisfactory measure to statement
users. Many users want and would prefer value.
CURRENT PRACTICE
Reporting at Cost
Most often, trademarks are recorded at cost. Cost includes all costs of acquisition
and expenditures necessary to make the trademark ready for its intended use. Examples of
these types of cost include purchase price, legal fees, and other incidental costs. If a
trademark is developed internally, the cost and value of the trademark includes the total
cost of marketing, advertising, and research and development costs devoted to the
trademark. Coca-Cola Co., Compaq Computer Corp., and Candie's Inc. record their
trademarks at cost on their balance sheet (see Appendix B). All three of the
aforementioned companies state in their annual report financial statement footnotes that
their accounting policy for intangible assets (including trademarks) "are stated on the basis
of cost."
Establishing the value
A problem with reporting trademarks at cost is that it does not give users a true
value of the trademark. This method strays ITomthe definition of value stated earlier in
this paper. A second problem with this method is that it ignores the current financial
position of the trademark (Murphy 26). But, how can one put a value on something that
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does not even follow the definition of value? One method to establish the value is to
consider the certain and expected future cash flow. In fact, this is the most accepted
definition of value.
A second method of valuing a trademark is using independent appraisal firms. The
most popular and well.known is the Interbrand Group of London. Interbrand Group
..
establishes a brand's profitability and then analyzes its strengths and weaknesses according
to seven factors (Murphy 27):
1. Leadership: A brand which leads its market sector is a more stable and valuable
property that a brand lower down the order:
2. Stability: Long established brands which command consumer loyalty are valuable.
3. Market: Brands in markets such as food and drinks are intrinsically more valuable
than brands in, for example high tech or clothing areas as these latter markets are more
vulnerable to technological or fashion changes.
4. Trend: The overall long term trend of the brand is an important measure of its ability
to remain contemporary and relevant to consumers.
5. Support: Those brand names which have received consistent investment and focused
support must be regarded as more valuable than those which have not.
6. Protection: A registered trademark is a statutory monopoly in a name. The strength
of the brand's protection is critical in assessing its worth.
7. International Presence: A trademark that is known worldwide is certainly more
valuable than a trademark known only nationally or regionally.
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Interbrand scores each of these factors according to different weightings and the
total is known as the brand strength score. Interbrand then develops a multiple it applies
to the brand's profit to determine the brand's asset value (Eisenhart 36). This
methodology is accurate because it (1) considers a brand's marketing, financial, and legal
aspects, (2) follows standard accounting practices, (3) allows for regular re-evaluation,
and (4) works with both internally developed and acquired brands.
Many companies are moving towards having Interbrand or other independent
appraisal firms value their trademarks because then an "expert" in the field would be the
one giving the valuation. This method is subjective in that these companies are setting
different weights for each factor and different experts might weigh each factor differently
to conclude with a different value. PepsiCo uses an independent firm to appraise and
value their trademarks (See Appendix B). PepsiCo's accounting policy for intangible
assets, as found in their financial statement footnotes, states that the amounts assigned to
such identifiable assets from a purchase were "based on independent appraisals or internal
estimates.
"
A third method used by many companies is to value their trademark by the present
value of future cash flows that the trademark will generate for the company. The
company uses a rational and systematic approach to determine approximately how much
money the trademark will generate for the company in future years and discounts that
amount back to the present year. This method is used by Berlitz International Inc.,
Bicoastal Corp., and Campbell's Soup Co. (See Appendix B). All three of these
companies state in their respective annual reports that their accounting policy for assigning
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values to intangible assets is determined by periodically reviewing the current and
estimated future revenues and cash flows and then assigning a value.
A problem with this method is that accountants will have to know the source of
cash flows in detail and they will also have to know how likely it is that these cash flows
will continue and at what rate. The determination of reliable cash flows, future growth
patterns, and a appropriate discount rate is subjective and difficult to determine.
A fourth method is a valuation method referred to as "premium PE" (Napier and
Power 88). This method assumes that a business with a well established brand name will
be valued at a premium over a business without such assets, and values the brand name by
attributing the incremental PE ratio to an estimate of maintainable earnings. This method
is not used very much in practice because of a high amount of subjectivity, but it does
exist.
A fifth method used to value trademarks is to base it on the market value. The
market value is what a reasonably prudent person or company would pay for the
trademark. A major problem with this method is that the market value of a trademark
could fluctuate widely between potential buyers depending on the intended use and
purpose of the trademark by the interested party.
RECOMMENDA TION
The balance sheet should separate tangibles from intangibles in a style that will
alert readers to the more arbitrary nature of the values of the intangibles. Furthermore, if
the amount of a particular intangible asset is significant, that intangible asset should have
its own separate line and dollar amount on the balance sheet.
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The balance sheet should also maintain the distinction between internally generated
trademarks and trademarks acquired from other companies. Companies should continue
to apply the historical cost doctrine to the balance sheet and record the trademark at cost.
The cost of internally generated trademarks should include any expense used to develop
the trademark and any expense used to get the trademark ready for use. Examples of
these expenses include legal fees, research and development costs, and marketing costs.
Companies that acquire trademarks from other companies should report the cost of the
trademark at the fair market value of the trademark, or how much the acquiring company
paid for it. There should be increased disclosures of values that can be found in the
financial statement footnotes of the annual report. Companies should adopt one method
of developing values and should apply it in a systematic, vigorous manner. Companies
should also disclose methods used to establish the value of the trademark.
CONCLUSION
Trademarks are an essential part of the value of many companies. It is likely that
trademarks will become even more important in the future. The accounting problems are
caused by the nature of trademarks and by the absence of accounting guidance. This
paper has provided insight into these problems. Following these recommendations should




Appendix A: The world's most valuable brands
Appendix B: Footnote disclosures from selected annual reports
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The following infonnation was taken fTomthe individual annual reports of each company
found on the CD Disclosure software.
14
cember 31, 1994 1993ferred tax assets:
nefit plans $324 $298
'abilities and reserves 169 177t operating loss
arryforwards 108 141her 128 120
oss deferred tax assets 729 736luation allowance (46) (75)
$683 $661
User Defined Format
SCRIPTION OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURES, MARKETS AND DISTRIBUTES SOFT DRINK
ENTRATES, SYRUPS AND SOFT DRINK PRODUCTS, SUCH AS COCA-COLA AND SPRITE;
FACTURES, PRODUCES, MARKETS AND DISTRIBUTES JUICE AND JUICE DRINK PRODUCTS
AS READY-TO-SERVE AND FROZEN CONCENTRATED CITRUS AND VARIETY JUICES; AND
IDES PROMOTIONAL, MARKETING AND CONSULTING SERVICES FOR ITS BOTTLERS AND
AIN CUSTOMERS.
NANCIAL FOOTNOTES:
Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets
Goodwill and other intangible assets are stated on the basis of cost and
amortized, principally on a straight-line basis, over the estimated future
'ods to be benefited (not exceeding 40 years). Accumulated amortization was







deferred tax asset (1) $27 $26
Deferred tax assets of $207 and $139 million have been included in
e consolidated balance sheet caption "marketablesecurities and other









OF BUSINESS: DESIGNS, DEVELOPS, MANuFACTURES AND MARKETS PERSONAL
SYSTEMS, PRINTERS AND RELATED PRODUCTS.
INANCIAL FOOTNOTES:
.Intangible assets
- Licenses and trademarks are carried at cost less
umulated amortization, which is being provided on a straight-line basis over
economic lives of the respective assets.
of 172 Name, Business & Search Term
IE S INC
CRIPTION OF BUSINESS: DESIGNS, MARKETS, IMPORTS AND DISTRIBUTES WOMEN'S
IRL'S ATHLETIC, LEISURE AND FASHION FOOTWEAR.
ANCIAL FOOTNOTES:
andie's, Inc. and its subsidiaries (the "Company") design, market, import
istribute a variety of moderately-priced, leisure and fashion footwear for
and girls under the trademark CANDIE'S. The Company's product line also
des a wide variety of workboots, hiking shoes and men's leisure shoes
ed, marketed and distributed by the Company's wholly-owned subsidiary,
t Star Footwear, Inc. ("Bright Star") .
the closing of the El Greco Transactions, the Company ceased to be a
and acquired actual ownership of the Candie's trademark.
IE'S trademark
competition agreements









The Candie's trademark is stated at cost, net of amortization, as
rmined by its fair value relative to other assets and liabilities revalued
he aforementioned quasi-reorganization, and is being amortized over twenty
s. The Company believes that the trademark has continuing value, as
enced by increasing sales and expected profitability of Candie's products,
h will be realized over the course of its useful life.
On February I, 1995, the Company is operating under an exclusive licensing
ngement which enables the Company to sell footwear in North America bearing
BONGO trademark. The Company paid a $200,000 minimum fee, and is required
ay additional minimum amounts totaling $820,000 over a three and one-half
period. The agreement provides for the Company to pay additional




SCRIPTION OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURES, SELLS AND DISTRIBUTES SOFT DRINKS,
DRINK CONCENTRATES AND SYRUPS; MANUFACTURES AND SELLS A VARIED LINE OF
K FOODS, SUCH AS CORN CHIPS, POTATO CHIPS, POPCORN AND OTHER RELATED SNACK
Si AND OPERATES, DEVELOPS AND FRANCHISES A SYSTEM OF CASUAL FULL-SERVICE
LY RESTAURANTS, DELIVERY/CARRY-OUT UNITS AND KIOSKS.
FOOTNOTES:
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
dentifiable intangible assets arose from the allocation of purchase prices
usinesses acquired and consist principally of reacquired franchise rights
trademarks. Reacquired franchise rights relate to acquisitions of
chised bottling and restaurant operations and trademarks principally relate
cquisitions of international snack food and beverage trademarks. Amounts
gned to such identifiable intangibles were based on independent appraisals
nternal estimates. Goodwill represents the residual purchase price after
ation to all identifiable net assets.
ntangible assets are amortized on a
ods generally ranging from 20 to 40
uded in the amounts below, was $1.6
and 1993, respectively.
straight-line basis over appropriate
years. Accumulated amortization,
billion and $1.3 billion at year-end
he recoverability of carrying amounts of intangible assets is evaluated on
curring basis. The primary indicators of recoverability are current or
casted profitability over the estimated remaining life of the intangible
ts, measured as the combined operating profit of the acquired business
luding amortization of the intangible assets) and existing businesses that
directly related to the acquired business. Consideration is also given to
estimated disposal values of certain identifiable intangible assets
ared to their carrying amounts. If recoverability of an intangible asset is
kely based on the evaluation, the carrying amount is reduced by the amount
ceeds the forecasted operating profits and any disposal value. For the
e-year period ended December 31, 1994, there were no significant
stments to the carrying amounts of the intangible assets resulting from
e evaluations.
1992, PepsiCo adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 109
109), 'Accounting for Income Taxes." PepsiCo elected to adopt SFAS 109 on
ospective basis, resulting in a noncash tax charge in 1992 of $570.7
ion ($0.71 per share) for the cumulative effect of the change related to
s prior to 1992. The cumulative effect primarily represented the recording
dditional deferred tax liabilities related to identifiable intangible
ts, principally acquired trademarks and reacquired franchise rights, that
no tax bases. These deferred tax liabilities would be paid only in the
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ERLITZ INTERNATIONAL INC
ESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS: OPERATES A PREMIER LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION FIRM ON A
LDWIDE BASIS; PERFORMS A BROAD RANGE OF TECHNICAL AND LINGUISTIC TRANSLATION
VICES; AND PUBLISHES TRAVEL GUIDES, FOREIGN LANGUAGE PHRASE BOOKS AND OTHER
TED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS.
INANCIAL FOOTNOTES:
g) Excess of Cost Over Net Assets Acquired and Other Intangibles Excess of
t over net assets acquired is being amortized on a straight line basis over
years, while other intangibles are being amortized primarily on a straight
e basis over 40 years. Their carrying values are evaluated periodically to
ermine if there has been a loss in value, by reviewing current and estimated
ure revenues and cash flows, and the interrelated impact on the values of
Company's trademark and franchise rights. The excess of cost over net
ets acquired and other intangibles will be written off if and when it has
n determined that an impairment in value has occurred.
In connection with the Merger, the Company has outstanding indebtedness
ough borrowing under a bank term facility (the "Bank Term Facility") and the
uance of Senior Notes (the "Senior Notes") (collectively the "Acquisition
t Facilities"). The Bank Term Facility consists of a senior term loan
ility ("Term Loan"), originally in an amount equal to $59,000, and
ginally included a $10,000 senior revolving loan facility (the "Bank
olving Facility"). The Company also issued an aggregate principal amount of
ior Notes of $56,000. The borrowings by the Company under the Acquisition
t Facilities are collateralized by (i) certain shares of New Common
irectly owned by Fukutake, (ii) the capital stock of the Company's direct
indirect U.S. subsidiaries and a portion of capital stock of certain
eign subsidiaries, (iii) substantially all other tangible and intangible
. assets of the Company and its direct and indirect U.S. subsidiaries, other
n leases of school premises, and (iv) subject to certain limitations,
demark rights of the Company and its direct and indirect U.S. subsidiaries
certain non U.S. jurisdictions. The Term Loan amortizes quarterly, beginning
ch 31, 1993, until final maturity on September 30, 1997. The Company made
r scheduled quarterly installment payments of $1,381 each during the year
ed December 31, 1994. The Senior Notes amortize in annual installments of
,000 on December 31 in each of the years 1999 through 2001, and have a final
urity on December 31, 2002. The Term Loan and Senior Notes are also subject
mandatory prepayment to the extent that the Company receives net proceeds
m asset sales or cash flow in excess of certain specified amounts. Under
tain circumstances, mandatory prepayments of the Senior Notes resulting from
et sales are required.
The Company and Fukutake participated in certain other joint business
angements in the ordinary course of business, as follows: i) Pursuant to a
e 1, 1993 sublease agreement, the Company subleased space during 1994 in
take's New York offices at an annual base rent of $79 plus operating
nses. The sublease expired in January 1995. ii) During 1994, Berlitz Japan
ided lessons to Fukutake under an extended industrial block contract,
ered into in 1993 for a prepayment of Yen 10 million, whereby Berlitz Japan
ed a one time registration charge and provided Fukutake with an industrial
on rate which is approximately 20% below the individual rate. iii) In 1994,
Company and Fukutake entered into a services agreement whereby Fukutake
d offer its customers language and homestay programs arranged and operated
he Company's specialty instruction program, Berlitz Study Abroad
(
emark). During 1994, Fukutake also periodically offered its customers
uage study and homestay programs arranged and operated by L.I.F.E.
istered Trademark), another of the Company's specialty instruction
. .
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FINANCIAL FOOTNOTES:
The reorganization value of the Company's assets was determined in
sideration of several factors including various valuation methods and
agement's estimation of future proceeds of royalties due for the use of the
ger trademark and other litigation.
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CAMPBELL SOUP CO
DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURES PREPARED CONVENIENCE FOODS,




Intangible assets consist principally of excess purchase price over net
sets of businesses acquired. Intangibles are amortized on a straight-line
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